
Inventions - Lesson 1

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

secret mills transport bamboo fibers
pulp wasp expensive paper poured

manufacture invention emperor

Before the __________________ of paper, writing was usually done on bones, ____________ tablets, or animal

skins. Storing these writings took up a lot of space, and they were difficult to __________________. There was,

however, one Chinese man, in the Han dynasty, in 105 AD, who changed the way people wrote and read forever.

The legend says that a man named Cai Lun once watched a ________ make its nest from paper ________. It

was then that an idea struck him. He thought he could make something similar to use for writing. 

Cai Lun took some bamboo ____________, added them to water, and pounded them into a pulp with a wooden

tool. After the fibers were mixed very well, he drained the water and ____________ the mixture over a woven

cloth. He let the wet pulp dry up in the sunlight. After a few hours, the world's first __________ was invented. Cai

Lun took his paper and showed the Chinese ______________. Paper was easy to make, light, and easy to write

on. The emperor was very happy and rewarded Cai Lun with great wealth. 

The Chinese kept paper-making a ____________ for a long time. The secret eventually started spreading after

the defeats of the Chinese T'ang army in 751. By the end of the 12th century, a large part of the world was using

Cai Lun's method of making paper. Large paper __________ were built. These mills used fibers from cotton,

linen, and hemp. They mostly used these fibers for another 600 years. These fibers were __________________,

so in 1844 some paper mills started using wood fibers. This worked very well and was cheaper to

______________________. Today, all paper manufacturers use wood fibers to make paper.
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